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LOOKING BEYOND THE FOREST 

The emerging threat to the world's forests testifies to a 
greater-than-imagined potential for economic and ecologic 
damage by acid rain and air pollution. Yet decisions to take 
action need nobindeed should not-rest upon what is hap- 
pening in the forests alone. The destruction of forests is but 
the latest addition to a long list of negative consequences 
of buming fossil fuels in power plants, factories, and au- 
tomobiles. 

Ozone levels in many agricultural regions are now high 
enough to damage valuable crops. In .the United States, 
ozone is lowering the productivity of com, wheat, soybeans, 
and peanuts, with losses estimated at $1.944.5 billion each 
year. Vast areas of fertile farmland now regularly receive 
rain that is highly acidic, with various effects on crops. Soy- 
beans and com, when grown under the acidic conditions 
now typical in the Eastern United States, have shown lower 
yields. Lakes and streams continue to acidify in Northem 
Europe and Eastem North America, killing fish and plant 
life. Add rain and gaseous sulfur and nitrogen oxides are 
known to damage a host of everyday materials, including 
paint, paper, textiles, and building stone. Corrosion of cop- 
per and lead plumbing pipes by acidic ground water threat- 
ens to contaminate household tapwater. Aluminum and other 
heavy metals mobilized in acidifying soils and leached into 
underground drinking water also threaten human health. 
Like damage to forests and soils, these effects are insidious 
and thus hard to measure, but the potential for economic 
loss and human suffering is staggering. 

Possibly the most serious long-term consequence of fos- 
sil fuel combustion is the buildup of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere. Recent studies wam that within sixty to eighty 
years the carbon dioxide concentration will be twice the 
existing level. Although carbon dioxide allows sunlight to 
pass through, it traps long-wave radiation from the earth. 
This higher concentration is expected to cause a global 
temperature rise on the order of 1.5'4.5" Centigrade-an 
increase sufficient to raise sea levels, diminish water sup- 
plies, and alter rainfall pattems. 

Because acid rain, ozone, and the buildup of carbon diox- 
ide in the atmosphere are problems with a common origin, 
they can also have common solutions. Yet most existing or 
proposed strategies merely address isolated issues. Using 
energy more efficiently, recycling more paper and metals, 
and generating more power from alternative energy sources 
are rarely considered in strategies to reduce air pollution or 
acid rain. They are, however, among the most effective and 
least costly solutions available at present. Sulfur and nitro- 
gen oxide emissions were lower in 1980 than they would 
have been without the energy efficiency gains made during 
the '709. Although two oil price hikes helped spur these 
energy savings, nations can achieve even greater effi- 
dency-and thus further reduce pollutioMn the coming 
decades. 

If the United States, for example, were to set energy 
efficiency standards for just four common appliance-ater 
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heaters, refrigerators, and room and central air condition- 
ers-between 40,000 and 100,000 megawatts of electricity 
(equal to 40-100 large power plants) would be saved an- 
nually by the year 2005, yearly savings that would continue 
into the next century. Assuming a saving of 70,000 mega- 
watts-half the highest projected figure-and that half that 
saving (35,000 megawatts) resulted from cutbacks at coal- 
fired plants, roughly 95 million tons of coal would not have 
to be bumed each year and 3-5 million tons of sulfur dioxide 
would not be spewed into the atmosphere. That's a 15-20 
per cent reduction in current annual SO, emissions. Install- 
ing desulfurizing scrubbers on plants producing a total of 
35,000 megawatts of power would cost $5-10 billion: cutting 
sulfur dioxide by saving 35,000 megawatts through eff i- 
ciency standards would cost less than 1 per cent of this. 
Moreover, emissions of nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide 
would bemduced at no extra cost. 

Recycling rather than discarding common materials at- 
tacks acid rain, ozone,' and carbon dioxide buildup in two 
ways: directly by reducing pollution at the produciion factory, 
and indirectly by reducing energy demand and thus pollution 
emitted at the power plant. Each ton of copper produced 
by Canada's smelters generates an average of 2.7 tons of 
sulfur dioxide. Because a third of Canada's 1980 copper 
supply came from recycled scrap rather than sulfur-laden 
ore, a million fewer tons of sulfur dioxide entered Canada's 
atmospher- 21 per cent reduction in the nation's 1980 
sulfur dioxide emissions. In virtually all nations, recycling is 
in its infancy. Worldwide, about a fourth of the paper and 
less than a third of the aluminum used is recycled. In contrast 
to copper production, the feedstocks for these common ma- 
terials contains little or no sulfur, but the benefits from re- 
cycling them are nonetheless dramatic. Each ton of paper 
made from waste paper rather than new wood reduces 
energy use by a third to a half and air pollutants by as much 
as 95 per cent. Aluminum produced from recycled cans 
rather than from virgin ore cuts emissions of nitrogen oxides 
by 95 per cent and sulfur dioxide by 99 per cent. 

Generating more power from the wind, photovoitaic solar 
cells, and other renewable energy sources is central to what 
scientists studying the carbon dioxide problem have called 
a "CO2 benign" energy strategy. Added to increased energy 
efficiency and recycling, these alternative energy sources 
round out a strategy that is not only CO, benign but acid 
rain and ozone benign as well. Tax policies favoring these 
less-polluting energy sources can compensate for the hid- 
den environmental costs of coal burning and thereby place 
other energy alternatives on equal footing. Yet in the near 
term the most cost-effective gains will come from further 
squeezing the sponges of energy efficiency and recycling. 
Together theyaot only will reduce pollution but offer a bridge 
to the mid-'90s, when several renewable energy sources 
will be economically competitive. Conservation, recycling, 
and alternative energy sources also provide a myriad of 
benefits other than cutting air pollution. Collectively, they 
greatly alter the cost-benefit calculations that are inherent 
in decisions about whether and how to protect forests, lakes, 
and crops and about preventing carbon dioxide from warm- 
ing the planet. 

Sandra Postel is a Senior Researcher at Worldwatch In- 
stitute in Washington, D.C. This article is excerpted from a 
Worldwatch Paper, "Forests in a Fossil-Fuel World. " 
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